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Once Up A Time



Every Story My Story

Once upon a time there was...

Every day...

One day...

Because of that...

Until finally...

You don't have to write your
story this way, but it sometimes
helps get your mind thinking about
the beginning, the middle, and the
end. Ask a scribe to help you and
complete the sentences for your
story idea.

You can write a whole story using
just five sentences.
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You can see below how following the "Because of
that" and "Until Finally" method, you quickly find out
what happens in the story.

Every Story My Story

The Cat Who Stole

Vianne's Scrunchie

Thursday, 13 August 2020Vianne

A cat steals a hair elastic

Once upon a time there was a cat with long hair.

Every day, the cat bumped into fence posts and ate her hair.

One day, the cat stole Vianne's Scunchie.

Because of that, she could see, but Vianne couldn't.

Until finally, the cat gave back Vianne's Scrunchie so she wouldn't get in

trouble.

Example used was The Cat Who Stole Vianne's
Scrunchie by Vianne.

Example
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Every Story My Story

Don't forget to title your story and draw a picture for
the cover!
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Share Your Story

Connect with other young authors and Children's
Authors in The Writing Club from Every Story My
Story

We invite you to join this private
group if
✔  You love reading and writing
✔  You are a children's writer or
illustrator, or YA author.
AND/OR
✔  You are the parent of a
young person who has a
passion for words.
OR
✔  You are a reader or
a writer who is under
18.

Share your Story

 
***You must answer ALL QUESTIONS and AGREE TO GROUP

RULES to be accepted into the group.***
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/writingclubonline

